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An archived village Feuing Plan covering 
the period 1813-29 offers precise details
of ownership, garden plots and building 
dimensions, initiating a defined period of 
construction. Related early photography 
can indicate the form and style of building 
and, with interpretation, the type of 
building materials that were used, in 
addition to the introduction of services.





Archived Measured Drawings can be a source
of relevant information but care is required in their 
interpretation in the event of ‘shortcuts’ having 
been taken in what was plotted.





Dated archival drawings, supported by photographs and specifications indicating where 
and when remedial work was carried out, can add greatly to a fuller understanding in 
any future operational activity involving similar work. However, the issue remains as to 
where such records might be lodged and secured for future long-term reference.





Structurally seriously unsafe elements of a building may have to be dismantled and rebuild more securely. In a process 
demanding precise care and justification: each brick (through, front and back) has been numbered and archive records 
maintained of the detailed process that was adopted. 



Since the invention of photography ways have been developed to create virtual 3D imagery so that a fuller appreciation 
of the built heritage (and numerous other subjects!!) might be offered and recorded for access by a wider audience.















https://news.cnrs.fr/articles/a-digital-twin-for-notre-dame

As the new-build construction industry moves towards ‘paperless’ projects the concept of a Digital Twin has emerged that 
will have an ability to ‘think, sense and act’ independently. Achieved through analysing data, obtaining information 
through AI and machine learning techniques, data can be collected in real-time through sensors and ‘big-data’ 
technologies. The aim is to solve incidents, predict operations, suggest optimisations and interact via voice recognition. 
Whilst many of the required iTwin physical asset parameters could equally apply to heritage locations, what is less clear is 
how the data-demand technological needs might be retrofitted in heritage assets without challenging the assets’ 
significance and value and, perhaps more importantly, who will pay the upfront costs involved. 

https://news.cnrs.fr/articles/a-digital-twin-for-notre-dame
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